FY SERIES
GVM: 3O,OOOKG GCM: 42,5OOKG

EFFECTIVE
SEP 2O13

FY SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

DESIGNATION

GVM
(kg)

GCM
(kg)

ENGINE

POWER
(kW@RPM)

TORQUE
(Nm@RPM)

PTO
FYJ 2000
8X4

AUTO
LONG

30,000

42,500

SiTEC III 350

257 @ 2,000

1,422 @ 1,400

AUTO

Eaton 10
30,000

42,500

SiTEC III 350

257 @ 2,000

1,422 @ 1,400
Allison HD 4430

LONG AUTO

FYX 2500
10X4

AUTO

Allison 4430 Automatic
ZF 9 Speed Manual

PTO
LONG PTO

REAR
AXLE

REAR
SUSPENSION

Meritor
RT40-145

HAS 461 Air

Meritor
RT40-145

Isuzu 6-Rod

Meritor
RT40-145
+
Hendrickson
D22

HAS 461 Air
+
HLM2

GVM: 3O,OOOKG GCM: 42,5OOKG

Eaton 10

X-LONG

FYH 2000
8X4

TRANSMISSION

EFFECTIVE
SEP 2O13

35,000

42,500

SiTEC III 350

257 @ 2,000

1,422 @ 1,400

Allison 4430
Automatic

WARRANTIES ††
MODEL

All FY models

VEHICLE

ENGINE

3 years or 250,000 kilometres or 4,000 hours

CABIN PERFORATION
CORROSION

EXTENDED WARRANTY
OPTIONS*

3 years unlimited kilometres

Refer to your Isuzu Dealer

From delivery. *Extended Warranty available at extra cost. Conditions apply. Note: The above chart is a brief representation of the chassis specifications within the Isuzu FY Series model range. For a detailed understanding of the
model and specification variants, please refer to the applicable Isuzu model Specification Sheet. Subject to the conditions outlined in the IAL New Vehicle Warranty, the FY Series models carry a standard factory warranty as above.
Extended Warranty may be purchased to cover the owner against the failure of original components, but may exclude some components and expendable items such as oil, filters etc. Isuzu Roadside Assistance is valid for three
years from the date of new vehicle purchases; All Isuzu warranties are subject to mandatory prescribed terms under Australian Consumer law including customer guarantees. For more details visit the Isuzu website which explains
Isuzu Warranties in more detail, or alternatively contact your local dealer. All warranties commence from date of delivery.
†

www.isuzu.com.au

TIC: Isuzu is a member of the Truck Industry Council – Safer Greener Essential. Isuzu Australia Limited ABN 97 006 962 572 (“IAL”). The information in this brochure was correct at time of printing, but all measurements, specifications and
equipment are subject to change without notice. Some equipment may have been changed and/or is available at extra cost. IAL may make changes at any time without notice, in prices, colours, materials, equipment and models. IAL makes
all reasonable attempts to ensure the availability of all vehicles and equipment. The information in this brochure is general in nature. Your Isuzu Truck Dealer can confirm all measurements, specifications and vehicle/equipment availability
upon request. To the extent permitted by the law, IAL is not liable to any person as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure SEP2013 F•S•A/ISZ8784

1 EXTRA

STEER AXLE

THE LEGEND CONTINUES

continue this reputation. Its extensive model

industry that will make the FY Series not only

range ensures industries of all sizes can

your favourite twin steer truck range, but in

held the title of Australia’s No. 1 truck in the

benefit from Isuzu’s multi-application

time, Australia’s as well.

light to medium range. A feat achieved through

engineering decisions. And whilst there are

an unrivalled reputation for truck reliability and

others that have come before us, we believe

performance. The new twin steer FY Series will

it’s our respect for the diverse needs of each

For almost a quarter of a century Isuzu has

Tilt Tray

Garbage Front Loader

Unique twin steer axle.
The load sharing twin-steer
axle opens up numerous
heavy-duty applications by
increasing your total gross
mass by a tonne and
spreading the entire weight
evenly across your wheelbase.
The twin steer axle also has
a unique dampener system
that gives you a better ride
while taking the strain off
your chassis.

Isuzu’s 9.8 litre engine.
To leave plenty in reserve
for the tough jobs, all models
come fitted with Isuzu
SiTEC III 350 9.8 litre engines
that produce 257kW at
2000rpm and a very
respectable 1,422Nm
torque at a low 1450 rpm.

Three North American
transmissions.
From the Allison HD 4430,
the construction industries’
transmission of choice,
through to the rugged
Eaton 10 and reliable ZF-9
speed, the FY Series gives
you a choice of three tried
and tested transmissions
for each model.
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light to medium range. A feat achieved through

MADE FOR YOU

PERFORMANCE PLUS

standard in many 8x4’s) and wheelbases

from getting ‘hung up’ on uneven terrain.

YOUR HOME AWAY

With a range of applications this diverse,

that match a wide range of applications.

The outcome is a truck that you can drive

FROM HOME

‘under-specing’ was not an option. The result?

Our pursuit for performance extended to Isuzu

confidently into any situation and will stand

ensure its heavy-duty trucks can handle

Isuzu 9.8 litre SiTEC III 350 engines installed

designed load sharing front suspension with

the test of time getting out of them.

whatever your industry throws at them.

across the entire range, Allison HD 4430s in
our automatic trucks (when 3200s are the

concrete. The result is a range of trucks with

cater for a variety of applications. These

two choices of wheel configuration –

specifications make the FY Series one of the

FY Series is no accident. It came from several

8x4 and 10x4, three unique models and an

most comprehensive on the market, and

engineering decisions. And whilst there are

years of methodical research and planning to

impressive nine factory built variations.

an unrivalled reputation for truck reliability and

others that have come before us, we believe

create a diverse range of models that could

There’s also a choice of three North American

performance. The new twin steer FY Series will

it’s our respect for the diverse needs of each

cater to the milk industry as well as it does the

transmissions and two suspension options to

For almost a quarter of a century Isuzu has
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The massive application potential of the

Crane

S OF EXTRA

Isuzu’s 9.8 litre engine.
To leave plenty in reserve
for the tough jobs, all models
come fitted with Isuzu
SiTEC III 350 9.8 litre engines
that produce 257kW at
2000rpm and a very
respectable 1,422Nm
torque at a low 1450 rpm.

Three North American
transmissions.
From the Allison HD 4430,
the construction industries’
transmission of choice,
through to the rugged
Eaton 10 and reliable ZF-9
speed, the FY Series gives
you a choice of three tried
and tested transmissions
for each model.

back comfort. Seat safety has also been

massive mirrors. And as expected with every

improved with seat belt pretension that works

Isuzu Truck, space and generous storage within

industry standards continues inside the cab.

seamlessly if the airbags are deployed. These

arms reach is abundant.

damped equalisers for a smoother ride, plus,

The ISRI 6860 seat, widely accepted as the

thoughtful comfort measures allow you to better

diff locks and cross locks to keep your truck

industry’s best, has been enhanced with

focus on the road, which can now be seen in

Agitator

Tipper

Cross locks and
diff locks.
With factory fitted cross locks
and diff locks your truck will
never get hung up on uneven
terrain again. Simply flick a
switch to engage all of your
driving wheels to get power
reliably to the ground.

Euro V Compatible.
To meet tough Euro V
environmental standards we
have fitted a Diesel Oxidation
Catalyst (DOC) and an
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
system (EGR). The DOC offers
greater simplicity for body
builders and operators, while
the EGR not only reduces
harmful emissions, but also
delivers improved driveability
and enhanced engine braking.

The trend for going above and beyond

APPLICATIONS

Concrete Pumper

Unique twin steer axle.
The load sharing twin-steer
axle opens up numerous
heavy-duty applications by
increasing your total gross
mass by a tonne and
spreading the entire weight
evenly across your wheelbase.
The twin steer axle also has
a unique dampener system
that gives you a better ride
while taking the strain off
your chassis.

its entirety through your huge windscreen and

Hook-lift

1OO’

Garbage Front Loader

top-rake seat adjustment for superior upper

Two suspension options.
Depending on your
application’s demands, you
can select either the reputable
North American Hendrickson
HAS 461 suspension or the
ever-reliable Isuzu 6-Rod.

Refrigerator Van

FUPS.
To be compliant with new
safety standards, the FY Series
comes pre-fitted with the
Front Under-run Protection
System (FUPS).

Entertainment/GPS System.
Cabin entertainment is at your
fingertips. Simply reach out
and navigate through the
simple menu to play your
favourite songs, or for even
greater convenience, use voice
commands. Hands free calling
is standard via Bluetooth
connectivity, plus, with the
purchase of optional accessories,
GPS satellite navigation and
four multi-view safety cameras
can also be installed.

Visibility.
Despite the heavy-duty
engineering packed under it,
the dashboard sits surprisingly
low, which when paired with a
high ceiling, provides excellent
field of vision.

Storage and space.
There’s nothing quite like an
Isuzu cabin. The big, roomy
cab with ample storage and
generous legroom provides a
quiet oasis detached from the
outside world.

Entry.
With non-slip two-step entry
and big doors that have a 90°
opening range, getting in and
out of your truck has never
been easier.

Care.
An Isuzu doesn’t just come
with a key and an owner’s
manual, it comes with a
company. This means you
have access to ISIS; the
revolutionary chassis/body
selection programme, three
years of complimentary
roadside assist (Freecall
1800 947 898), plus,
access to our helpful
Customer Care Centre
(Freecall 1800 035 640).
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CABIN PERFORATION
CORROSION

EXTENDED WARRANTY
OPTIONS*

3 years unlimited kilometres

Refer to your Isuzu Dealer

From delivery. *Extended Warranty available at extra cost. Conditions apply. Note: The above chart is a brief representation of the chassis specifications within the Isuzu FY Series model range. For a detailed understanding of the
model and specification variants, please refer to the applicable Isuzu model Specification Sheet. Subject to the conditions outlined in the IAL New Vehicle Warranty, the FY Series models carry a standard factory warranty as above.
Extended Warranty may be purchased to cover the owner against the failure of original components, but may exclude some components and expendable items such as oil, filters etc. Isuzu Roadside Assistance is valid for three
years from the date of new vehicle purchases; All Isuzu warranties are subject to mandatory prescribed terms under Australian Consumer law including customer guarantees. For more details visit the Isuzu website which explains
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